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Winterizing Instructions for Radiant Above Ground Pools

1. Vacuum the entire pool floor and walls if needed; backwash filter thoroughly. Clean “bathtub” ring at water
level and any staining off liner.

2. Super chlorinate pool water with 1 lb. per 5,000 gallons of water, Add 1 qt. of Algaecide. Sustain customers
will also add 32oz. per 20,000 gallons of Winter Shield.

3. Remove any A-Frame Ladder or Drop-in steps.
4. Remove eyeball fitting from the return jet wall fitting and thread in the winter plugs. If the winter
plug does not thread in properly, the threaded piece of the eyeball fitting is still in the return jet
wall fitting. A removal tool is sold at the retail store.
5. Remove the skimmers weir door (flapper door) and basket. Remove suction hose from the front of pump
and let the pool water drain down to bottom of skimmer. Leave hose connected to skimmer to allow any
water to drain out-DO NOT PLUG!

6. Remove both drain plugs from bottom of the pump basket and filter tank, rotate multiport handle
clockwise into the “winterize” position. Let filter tank and pump basket drain completely.

7. Remove pump basket, sight glass and pressure gauge.
8. Store all parts together in a protected area for easy access in spring.

9. To winterize the Radiant LED light in your Metric pool, it is our recommendation that you the
remove lens cap from light to prevent ice from catching and causing damage.
10. Install above ground winter cover by inserting beading on cover into bead track of your Metric
coping. The cover bead track on the standard 2” coping is located on the exterior of the pool. The
cover bead on the 4” coping is located on the interior of the pool, above the liner track. Excess
cover material should be inside the pool and resting on the water. Add a little water on the cover in
windy areas to hold the cover down. No air pillow or flotation is required in the middle of the pool.

